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Duck and cover?
UPD: Poly should not worry
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A Cal Poly students crouches under her desk protected by the 
duct tape that police and government ofTicials have recommend­
ed for Americans' safety in case of a terrorist attack.
a campus and because they host 
events that attract large groups of 
people. W atton contrasted Cal
By Dale Quinn
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Cal Poly has little reason to fear 
a terrorist attack on campus 
despite being considered a higher- 
risk target, a University Police 
Department official said Monday.
Colleges and universities are 
among the places considered “soft 
targets" by the FBI, UPD Cmdr. 
Bill W atton said. TTiis means they 
have a greater likelihood of suffer­
ing a terrorist attack.
Colleges and universities are 
“soft targets” because of the ease in 
which a person can enter and exit
Poly with a nearby “hard target,” 
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power 
Plant, which has high security.
Despite the FBI’s warning, 
Watton said Cal Poly is a safe envi­
ronment. T he university’s distance 
from pLipulation centers makes it 
less desirable for a terrorist attack. 
However, maintaining security on 
campus presents some difficulties.
“It does create some challenges 
to be diligent and watchful of
see ATTACKS, page 2
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COURTESY GRAPHIC
Multicultural fraternities, 
sororities left uninsured
By Stacee Doming
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
The Cal Poly multicultural Greek 
community has seen hard times, but an 
even tougher future lies ahead. 
AssLKiated Students Inc. stopped car- 
r\'ing Greek organizations on its insur­
ance policy in summer 2002.
pL>r social fraternities and sororities, 
this decision caused little change in 
the insurance coverage they receive 
from their national organizations.
Flowever, the multicultural Greeks 
were not so lucky.
[Tue to their smaller stature and lack 
of large national chapters to turn to.
these groups were left uninsured.
For Greek organizations, being 
uninsured means not being able to 
hold any type of event, whether it is a 
social function or a community service 
meeting, said Joseph Risser, Cal Poly 
risk manager.
Risser said facility owners can not 
risk ha\’ing events for Greek clubs that 
don’t have insurance. There is tix) 
much liability for both the club and 
the facility owner if something were ro 
go wrong.
“We’re considered high-risk,” said 
Eddie Gomez, president of the Cal Poly
see GREEKS, page 6
Helping Kabul day-care 
not a masquerade
By Jordan Schultz
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
An excess of adult self-indulgences 
can typically characterize the San Luis 
Obispo annual Mardi Gras festivities. 
Strive to Provide, a fund-raising 
program within 
S t u d e n t  
C o m  m\i n i t y 
Services, has 
created a Mardi 
Gras event this 
year contradic­
tory to tradition 
in its ftKus on 
children and 
the selfless act 
of donation. 
Mardi Gras 
Masquerade, a charity ball to help 
raise funds for the Kabul University 
Children’s Center Fund, will be held
► The M ardi Gras 
Masquerade w ill 
be held March 7 
at 8 p.m. in the  
Vista Grande 
Restaurant.
► Tickets are 
available in the  
ses o ffice  fo r $10 
a person.
March 7 at 8 p.m. in the Vista Grande 
Restaurant. The semi-formal event 
will feature hors d’ouvres, an auction, 
a live Dj and dancing, said business 
.sophomore Chandani Patel, director 
of Strive to Provide.
All proceeds from the event will go 
toward of a childcare center at Kabul 
University in Afghanistan.
Patel said she got the idea for the 
benefit last spring and began planning 
with a committee at the beginning of 
this quarter.
“Our priYgram aims to help other 
organizations on campus,” Patel said. 
“We were looking for an important 
cause to a.ssist with fund raising and it 
seemed like the Kabul University 
Children’s Center Fund had almost 
met their goal. Hopefully our event 
will help them achieve that goal.” •
see CHARITY, page 3
HS programs could fall victim to recession
By Ashlee Bodenhamer
MUSTANG D A IY STAFF WRITER
What would high schixil be like with- 
(xit a band, hxitball team, drama club and 
foreign language and fine arts electives? 
California students may stxin find exit.
As Sacramento grapples with a short­
age estimated to be near $35 billion, stu­
dents may .suffer a weakened education.
Goventor Gray Davis has pmptised 
raking $5 billion from schixiLs over the 
next 16 months.
Hardest hit arc high schcxiLs from basic 
aid districts, which rely on kKally gener­
ated property taxes for suppLirt. If the cuts 
are passed, San Luis (xTastal Unified 
Schtxil District, a basic aid area, axild be 
stripped of $5.5 million, said Ravsell 
Miller, assistant superintendent of busi­
ness for the district. That woulii be aKiut 
a 15 percent cut in funds.
For San Luis Giastal sch<x)ls, the pro- 
poscxl cuts leave no stixlent or employee 
behind. From librarians to cusnxlians, 
couaselors to schfxil nurses, no (Tne is 
exclude«.! from the seventy t)f the cuts. 
Miller said.
The district WLXjld be forced to termi­
nate 80 teaching positioas. The legisla­
ture has yet to rule twr the «Jepth of the 
cuts and c«xild, at worst, enact cuts that 
affect the 2002-03 schcxTl year.
At imy m«)ment, San Luis Obispo Higli 
Sch(X)l cixild receive a nixice that says 
they “owe the government X amcxint iTf 
dollars,” principal Will Jones said. “We’re 
completely at the mercy of Sacramenm.”
If passcxl, the cuts will bring “total dev- 
astatii>n,” Miller said. However, compared 
with districts that are up against a 54 per­
cent slash in funding, he said San Luis 
Coastal students are fortunate.
Miller said parents Wixild be willing to 
pay more money for snidents to partici­
pate in programs that normally w«Hild 
have been funded by the state.
Bixlget cuts, even extreme budget cuts, 
mean fewer teachers, fewer sections and 
bigger class sizes, but Jones .said no sports 
teams or programs will be removed.
It is possible that Advanced Placement 
classes may be removed, since s«Tme AP 
C i x i r s e s  have low enrollment, Jtines said.
The bixlget cuts will definitely affect 
students’ ability to achieve, said Jim
Maraviglia, assistant vice president for 
admissions, reemitment and firuincial aid 
at Cal Poly.
However, with the budget cuts unde­
cided, it’s too .sixYn to know if Cal Poly 
cKlmi.ssions requirements might be recon- 
.structesJ to acaxm t for California students 
who arc given fewer opportunities to 
excel, Maraviglia said.
Miller said he is hopeful that the bud­
get cuts decided on will be less threaten­
ing than the ones initially pr«Tp<\sed. 
I3avis’ original plan would be the equiva­
lent of laying off 50,CXX) teachers or cut­
ting $450 per student state wkie, accord­
ing to the C'alifornia Teachers’ 
Ass(x;iation Web site.
“I don’t even think (the governor) 
understixxJ what he was diTing,” Miller 
.said.
More than 1,000 letters to legislatiirs 
have been sent from San Luis Obi.spo 
alone, he said.
“Our biggest weapon is petiple,” Miller 
.said. “I think we’re milking progress.”
Arroyo Grande and Nipomo High
BRIAN KENT/MUSTANG DAILY
Kyle Godfrey, a San Luis Obispo High School student and tennis 
player, practices Wednesday. Sports are one of the many things
see BUDGET, page 10 danger of being axed at many California high schools.
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5-Day Forecast
FRIDAY
High: 61°/Low : 42°
SATURDAY
High: 64°/Low : 41°
SUNDAY
High: 66° /  Low: 42° _ v
MONDAY
High: 63°/Low : 41°
TUESDAY
High: 64°/Low : 43°
Tray's Sun
Rises:'635 a.my Sets: 5:57 p.m.
Today's Mooi^
Rises: 4:49 a.m./Sets:2:40^m,
Today's Tides
Low: 1:01 a .m ./2.6 feet 
High: 7:02 a.m. /  5.7 feet 
Low: 2:22 p.m. /  -.9 feet 
High: 9:08 p.m. /  4.05 feet
ATTACKS
continued from page 1
what’s fioiny on,” W atton said. “We 
must provide a safe environment 
without inhibiting academic stud­
ies.”
W hile the police department is 
not taking specific action in 
respon.se to the FBI’s warning, they 
are maintaining a heightened sense 
of awarene.ss.
Throughout the campus commu­
nity, students exhibited little con­
cern tor the threat of terrorist 
attacks. M athem atics junior Wes 
Thomp.son said he never considered 
colleges and universities to he at
“1 would think they would focus 
on something that would hurt the 
country as a whole, not just the peo­
ple in this community,” he said.
W hile he is concerned about by 
the FBI’s warning, Thompson said it 
has little effect on his everyday 
activities.
C ivil engineering sophomore 
Jeremy Johnson also said the threat 
of terrorism has had little effect on 
his daily life. He never considered 
San Luis Obispo to he at risk of 
attack.
“It’s always a possibility, hut it 
never crossed my mind that they’d 
attack a secluded area with nothing 
around us,” he said. “If I lived in 
L.A., or a bigger city. I’d be more
Icxch
Did you know that Dudley G. 
Woodard invented the prepa­
ration of water soluble 
acrylic copolymers for use in 
water treatment on April 6, 
1971?
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Feb 19: A vehicle was stolen from 954 Lobelia.The 
owner told police that a drug dealer stole it.
Two cars were broken into in the R-1 parking lot. A 
stereo was stolen from one of the cars. A set of golf 
clubs, car stereo, CDs, speakers and tools were taken 
from of the other vehicle.
Feb 23: A man was arrested for assault at The Grad.
-4 University police saw a man carrying a stolen 
Central Coast Transit sign.The man received a petty 
t r »  theft citation that could carry a fine of up to $1,000. 
^  Other locations where public street signs were stolen 
y  last week: Kentucky Ave, 100 block of Henderson St.,
1900 block of Slacl^ Hayes, 1000 block of Nipomo St., 
y  500 block of Dana St. and at the intersection of 
« 4 ^  Loomis and Santa Ynez streets.
I jQ  Feb 24: A female Cal Poly student was knocking over 
^  trash cans and throwing things around in front o f the 
P  Robert Kennedy Library. University Police talked to 
her and calmed her down. She was not cited.
A woman reported a prowler near 1236 Cayucos. 
No arrest was made.
Police said a man brandished a knife at Meadow 
Park. No arrest was made.
E a r n  S 1 ,0 0 0  -  $ 2 ,0 0 0  f o r  y o u r  
S t u d e n t  G rou|>  in  ju s t  3  h o u r s !
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The pat h you c ho os e  t oday  can l ead to t o m o r r o w ’s s u c c e s s .
s t a t e  C o m p e n s a t i o n  i n s u r a n c e  F u n d
If you're ready to  apply your knowledge and skills in the post-graduation 
job market, then toss your hat in with State Fund.
State Fund, the leading workers'compensation insurance carrier in 
California, is interested in graduates seeking opportunity and stability. 
We offer a wide range of positions throughout California, plus an 
environment that will foster your continued growth.
At State Fund you'll find exceptional benefits, professional training to 
expand your horizons, and many advancement possibilities. Learn how 
you can join us by visiting www.scif.com or by contacting Human 
Resources at 415-565-1722. Then launch your career with State Fund 
and rise to new heights.
Star« Fund is an equal opportunify em ploy* r.
Career opportunities 
may be available in:
• Marketing 
•Communications
• Underwriting
• Claims
• Loss Control
• Business Services
• Customer Service
• Legal
• Information Technology
• Finance and Accounting
• Human Resources
• Administration
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prone to think about it.”
Johnson’s com ments mirrored 
W atton’s; terrorists would want to 
hit an area with a larger population, 
impacting as many people as possible 
and sending a message throughout 
the world, W atton said.
W hile some have reacted to the 
heightened terrorist alert by buying 
duct tape, plastic sheeting for win­
dows, bottled water and flashlights, 
many of these items would be useful 
in the event of any emergency, 
specifically an earthquake or fire. 
These items should he kept on hand 
in every household, W atton said.
“Everyone should have a plan for 
earthquake and fire safety,” he said. 
“If you don’t, now is the time to 
make one.”
People are also encouraged to 
make contact with friends or rela­
tives outside California with whom 
they can stay in the event of an 
emergency.
The presence of nearby Diablo 
Nuclear Power Plant, while consid­
ered a possible site for a terrorist 
attack, can he beneficial in the 
event of an emergency, Watton said. 
The city of San Luis Obispo has 
sirens and a warning system that can 
quickly alert citizens in the event of 
an emergency.
Students should not drastically 
change their lifestyles in respon.se to 
threat of terrorism, he said. 
However, they should stay safe and 
smart hy remaining conscious of 
their surroundings.
Coming up this week
*Theryn Kigvamasud'Vashti'-This m em ber 
o f the African American Task Force Against 
Domestic and Sexual Violence w ill speak 
ton igh t at 7 in the Philips Hall in the PAC. 
*Craft Center Throwfest- The Cal Poly Craft 
Center w ill host the ir 24-hour throwfest 
marathon 1 2 p.m. Friday to  12 p.m. Saturday. 
^"Broadway to Carnegie"- The Cal Poly Wind 
Orchestra w ill perform  Saturday at 8 p.m. in 
Harman Hall in the PAC.
show
SuRday
March
7:00 pm
Christopher Cohan Center
Tickets available at the Arts Center Box Office. 
To charge tickets call 805- 756-2787 
or go online to http://www.pacslo.org
Flash Photography Allowed Meet Gallagher Pre-Show!
Bring Your
Cinderella or 
Prince Charming
111 Price Carriage Rides
Sun.-Thurs.
Reservations
W/Coupon
544-2040
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N a t i o n a l B i i e l s
The ultimate sin tax: Nevada con­
siders taxing prostitutes
PAHRUMP, Nev. —  TTie manager 
ot one of Nevada’s finest brothels 
proudly walks the 297 acres that sur­
round The ‘Resort at Sheri’s Ranch, 
pointing to the $7 million expansion 
that opened last year. She glows when 
talking about the sports bar, the 
themed bungalows and the Jacuzzi 
rocsms.
“Business is gcxxl," manager Laraine 
Harper said.
So g(,K)d that several influential 
Nevada lawmakers think the industry 
should do more than fulfill sexual fan­
tasies. With the state facing a deficit of 
up to $704 million, some legislators 
want to tax the fees of Nevada prosti­
tutes in what could be the ultimate sin 
tax.
Briithels and hookers in Nevada —  
the only state with legal prostitution —  
are subject to federal income tax on 
their overall earnings, and have to pay 
various county taxes and fees. But 
Nevada has no state income tax.
Bush administration turns down 
deadline proposal for Iraqi 
disarmament
W ASHINGTON —  Tire Bush 
administration on Wednesday dis­
missed a ccrmpromise proposal by 
Canada to set an end-of-March dead­
line for Iraq to comply with U.N. disar­
mament demands.
After Secretary of State Colin 
Powell conferred by telephone with 
Foreign Minister Bill Graham, State 
Department spokesman Richard 
Boucher said the proposal “only pro­
crastinates on a decision we all should 
be prepared to take.’’
Boucher recalled other governments 
tried earlier to set a deadline for Iraq. 
But he said, in the meantime “we have 
heard frtjm inspectors again, again and 
again’’ that Iraq had not agreed to dis­
arm.
Supreme Court rules for abortion 
protesters in federal civil disobe­
dience case
WASFIINGTON —  Tire Supreme 
Court ruled Wednesday that federal 
racketeering and extortion laws were 
improperly used to punish aggressive
anti-abortion protesters, lifting a 
nationwide injunction that barred peo­
ple from interfiering with clinic busi­
ness.
The court’s 8-1 ruling applies to 
protests of all sorts, not just at abor­
tion clinics.
C hief justice William H. 
Rehnquist, writing for the majority, 
said when protesters do not “obtain” 
property, they cannot be punished 
under federal extortion laws.
The court’s ruling is a victory for 
Operation Rescue, anti-abortion 
leader Joseph Scheidler and others 
who were ordered to pay damages to 
abortion clinics and were barred from 
interfering with their businesses for 
10 years. The ruling ends that injunc­
tion.
Rehnquist said their protest activi­
ty did not qualify as extortion.
That outcome had been sought by 
activists like actor Martin Sheen, ani­
mal rights groups and even some 
organizations that support abortion 
rights. They argued that protesters of 
all types could face harsher penalties 
for demonstrating, if the court ruled 
otherwise.
I n t e r n a t i o n a l  B r i  e f s
North Korea tells its people to be 
ready for war
SEOUL, South Korea —  North 
Korea urged its people and armed 
forces to be ready for war, saying 
Wednesday that it ccxild be the U.S. 
military’s next target after Iraq.
The communist government in 
Pyongyang accuses the United States 
of planning to send reinforcements 
into its coastal waters as a precursor of 
invasion. It fired a short-range missile 
into the sea between the Korean 
Peninsula and Japan on Monday, fur­
ther escalating tension in the region.
Washington has repeatedly said it 
wants a peaceful solution to the stand­
off over North Korea’s nuclear activi­
ties, but says it leaves all options open.
In a statement carried by the North’s 
official Korean Central News Agency 
on Wednesday, the Foreign Ministry 
accused the United States of planning 
war games in South Korea so that it 
could attack the North.
“The U.S. military strike against 
Iraq is just a matter of rime,” it said. 
“The ceaseless sabre-rattling staged by
the U.S. in South Korea against this 
backdrop is creating an extremely tense 
situation where it may make a pre­
emptive strike at the DPRK any time.”
Venezuela reinforces security at 
embassies following bombings
C A R A C A S, Venezuela —  
Venezuela tightened security at 
embassies Wednesday after two bombs 
ravaged Colcjmbian and Spanish diplo­
matic missions, injuring four people 
imd generating fears that the nation’s 
political crisis was entering a more vio­
lent phase.
The United States, Colombia and 
other nations demanded an investiga­
tion into Tuesday’s bombings, which 
came 15 minutes apart at the Spanish 
embassy and Colombian consulate.
Venezuela suggested the bombings 
were meant to destabilize the govern­
ment of President Hugo C^ lhavez, who 
on Sunday criticized Spain and 
Colombia for allegedly interfering in 
Venezuelan affairs.
Briefs compiled from The Associated 
Press wire service by Mustang Daily 
news editor Andra Coberly.
CHARITY
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The purpose of constructing a 
childcare center within Kabul 
University is to enable the women of 
Afghanistan to return to higher edu­
cation as students, teachers and staff 
members, said Susan Currier, associate 
dean of the College of Liberal Arts 
and leader of the effort of interested 
faculty, students and staff to raise 
funds for the cause.
Inspired by ethnic studies professor
Maliha Zulfacar’s work in 
* Afghanistan and her history as a pro­
fessor at Kabul University, Currier 
teamed up with 2001-02 AssiKiated 
Students Inc. president Angie Hacker 
last spring to begin organizing the 
grassnxits effort.
“It’s a great cause,” Patel said. “We 
, have a children’s center here on cam­
pus and we want to make that oppor­
tunity available to these women, 
because education is so important.” 
Women couldn’t work or study 
under Taliban rule, and many have 
been left as widows and the sttle care­
takers of their children due to the
country’s violent history.
“There are a lot of young mothers 
with young children, some of which 
are the only providers left in their 
families,” Currier said. “The country 
really needs the benefit of educated 
women, as well as men, for the mas­
sive reconstruction that needs to take 
place.”
There is a great need for a safe and 
nurturing facility developmentally 
appropriate for Afghan children from 
infancy to age 7, Currier said.
“Many of these children have 
known nothing but war,” she said. 
“Playing outside is not a good idea, as
Afghanistan is one of the most heavi­
ly land-mined countries.”
The Mardi Gras Masquerade chari­
ty ball is preceded by several other on- 
campus efforts, which have donated 
time and money to the cause.
“Students, faculty and staff are con­
tributing service and doing service 
learning in their commitment to learn 
more about another part of the world 
most of us knew very little about,” 
Currier said. “As different groups 
move in and out of the effort, they 
leave a s|!>ecial contribution behind.” 
Hacker, a psychology senior and 
assistant student coordinator for the
cause, said Zulfacar’s link with 
Afghanistan offers Cal Poly students a 
unique opportunity to take action. 
Mardi Gras Masquerade tickets are 
available for $10 per person or $18 a 
couple in the SC S office.
“1 hope that it will be a very enjoy­
able evening for anyone who goes,” 
Currier said. “I think from what has 
happened so far, we are going to be 
able to say that Cal Poly did this for 
Kabul University. It’s important to 
discover that by working together, 
people can accomplish concrete, valu­
able things. 1 think that’s emptwer- 
mg.
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Make the most of 
Mardi Gras - safely.
SLOQi]
• Ai« »•(»IM »«iKi
bad times
After record amounts of alcohol 
abuse and crime at the last Mardi 
G ras, this year's festivities will 
feature on increosed police 
presence on foot, motorcycles, 
bicycles and in patrol cars. Don't 
want to ploy by the rules? Plan on 
making some new friends in 
uniform.
San Luis Obispo Mardi
Gras -  Lets work together to 
keep Mordi G ras a  safe 
and enjoyable celebration for 
everyone.
mU OÍ S.W1 kas nwpn www.slopd.org
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Fetishes:Tie me 
up, tie me down
Last Thursday on campus, I was in my own private paradise. 1 was eat­ing yogurt and kashi in the sun, reading my article and quacking delightedly at all the Mustang L i^ily had to offer. Then, 1 happen to 
look toward Dexter Lawn and saw hundreds of pet:>ple sprawled on the dewy 
grass, their faces contorted with mock-death. 1 assumcxl that the peniten­
tiary-grade beef they serve in the Lighthouse had finally claimed its first vic­
tims, hut it was the Die-ln.
1 watched as PSA members slowly approached the lawn, donned a 
“blcKxly” shirt ;and collapsed in heaps, all in the name of anti-war protest. 
War is surely a terrible thing. No matter what the cause, whatever right­
eousness you have on your side, lives will be lost and this country will be 
made a little sadder. People on that lawn last Thursday had their own rea­
sons for being there, and 1 had mine for supporting it. A war will risk our 
greatest natural resource: Hot Army guys.
They have an enchanting, hypnotic effect over me. The sculpted biceps 
... the soft clank of the dog tags ... knowing they can tie me up with no hope
of escap>e ... Ooo! It gives me the shakes! 
While Pm sassy and wild with my girlfriends, 
1 become soft and kittenish around a soldier: 
“So ... you’re like, a Ranger and stuff ...T’ 1 
purr.
“Mmmhmm,” they growl hotly, “an 
Airborne Ranger.”
5>ophomore year 1 wandered into RO TC 
and stayed for two years, my head swimming, 
surrounded weekly by beefy cadets. I’ll admit 
right now that I’m a horrible soldier. 1 don’t 
run, 1 hate getting up early and 1 walk better 
in heels than Kx)ts. But 1 stuck it out, shoot­
ing and marching my way through a wonder­
land of strapping young men. My friends 
thought it was odd, and my mother begged 
me not to sign anything. But the musky scent 
of patri(nism is mesmerizing; I’ve stopped try­
ing to figure it out and have just surrendered
to it. They are my fetish.
The conventional definition (,)f the word fetish is “an abnormally obses­
sive precKcupation with something, which may become necessary for sexu­
al gratification.”
This didn’t strike me as very accurate. I don’t need men in uniform, 1 just 
prefer them. But some people have a slavish obedience to bizarre :md 
extreme fixations like bondage, sado-mas(xhism or foot ftiscinations, which 
have deep psychological rcx)ts. Sexual behavior is a manifestation of men­
tal complexities; our erotic selves are a projection of who we were, are or 
want to be. For a while, 1 was drawn to boys with delicate British features 
because 1 missed Europe and my time studying abroad. Last year, cowboys 
got me hot bcc<tu.se 1 felt disconnected from my Midwestern relatives. Army 
guys are simply my drug du jcxir.
1 know what you’re thinking ... that I’ve finally crossed the line from 
“unique and quirky" t(> “crazy ;md frightening.” Well maybe 1 have, my friend, 
but we all have funny little things that lif^t our fire withixjt explaruition.
For some, it’s intellectual, like stimeone who can name state capitals or a 
woman with knowlevlgc of a airburetor. For others, a physical trait like a 
tongue ring or pigtails crxild be all you need. And for some, it’s material: 
Raised tnicks and big belt buckles mn a very close second to M-16s and 
combat boots, at least for me. Although I dtxibt any of these things could 
qualify as a true fetish, they’re simply too common. It’s the things we don’t 
talk aKxit that can really get us going. Spanking, hair pulling, choking, bit­
ing ... it’s all in the game of love.
Ytxj shouldn’t feci dirty or naughty (unless that’s your freaky thing!) 
indulging in some off-center antics. Lovey-dovey sex gets really boring real­
ly fast. And if yixi’ve been with yixir honey for many moons, bringing in sex 
toys or getting tied up is wonderfully refreshing. As long as you’re not hutt­
ing anyone, let the fetishes fly.
Next Thursday, 1 propose we have a love-in, like cxrr patents used to have 
(alth(High none of us want to think what our moms atvi dads actually did 
there ... yeeecsshh). Our generation is getting screwed over once again, so I 
say we reclaim the true spirit of peace rallies: The bra burnings, the heavy drug 
use, the group sex! So this weekend, in honor of our rncxithwatering men and 
phenomenal women of the military, blow a kiss and make love, not war.
Shallon Lester is a speech communication senior and Mustang Daily 
columnist.
Doll of unborn baby 
creepy, not comforting
Ugggghhhhhhhh! It’s a unanimous decision: This could quite possibly be the creepiest thing that you will ever read about.
I thought it would stop at the baby dolls who robotically 
chanted “Mama,” peed on themselves and cried when you did­
n’t hold them, or even worse, when you pushed a button. Not 
to mention, this is all to an unsuspecting 5-year-old who, if she 
knew any better, would drop the doll and run.
How “real” do we really have to get before someone (and I’ll 
assume that duty) has to say, “Stop the madness!”?
At godslittleones.com, you’ll find an array of premature 
“portrait” babies that have been fashioned after real-life pic­
tures of babies who have died.
The supptxjed “artist” asks parents who have lost a-child to 
send in pictures and a birth story so she can mold them their 
one-and-only fake child, perfectly resembling the one that died.
They’re premature babies that have died for Pete’s sake, not 
dolls. They belong in a mother’s memory and heart, not sitting 
on her couch, or in her -  thimble?
But this isn’t just a normal baby doll with a diaper and a bot­
tle, oh no. These are fully accessorized little creatures with 
knobby limbs and swollen eyes, available alone or, if you want 
to splurge, in a bassinet or incubator. The micro-preemie dolls, 
which fit in the palm of your hand, appear even more ridicu­
lous sitting in a thimble, surrounded by a wreath of flowers or 
in a baby juice mug.
Does anybody see a problem with this? Or am I the only per­
son who thinks this woman is a sicko and a loon?
The artist provides disclaimers in every section of her Web 
site, saying she doesn't make her living off of this work and 
that, she too, lost a precious one at eight weeks.
But 1 find it hard to believe that she’s not trying to pocket 
cash off of peoples’ grief when sometimes charging more than 
$100 for the disturbing figures.
She started out by making anatomically correct preemie 
models for use by hospitals, then with her apparent success at 
making them look so real, she advanced to creating high-qual­
ity resin toys.
To see these mixlels in hospitals, when a nervous mother is 
at the earliest stages of her pregnancy or when a woman is anx­
iously waiting in the stirrups for her pap appointment to be 
over IS scary enough. But bringing them into the home to view 
everyday is altogether mentally disturbing.
1 say she gets sued for psychological malice, because she
I f  the artist ivants to create a  baby for herself 
-  fine. I f  she wants to sculpt a  few  for griev­
ing friends - f in e . But marketing these ''por­
traits*’ as products on the Internet is overstep­
ping far too many bounds o f humanity.
obviously draws satisfaction out of messing with peoples’ 
minds.
Just imagine a devastated mother cradling a lifeless doll day 
after day, singing to it, calling it “my sweet one,” tucking it into 
bed, buying it personalized preemie clothing, hoping that one 
day it might actually wake up and say, “Mama.”
Worse yet, imagine the parents’ attention being taken off 
their 2-year-old boy, who’s alive but suffering, because all ener­
gy is solely directed at this figment of their imagination.
What would an attached parent do if the doll turned up 
missing, got worn out or was snagged by the dog? Cry? Blame 
themselves? Order another one? The emotional scene could be 
similar to that of losing a real child.
Creeping even further into “uggghhhhh” territory is the 
fact that with larger preemies, the customer has the option 
of adding a “cry box” into the already frightening package 
for an extra $10. Plils, sticking to that anatomically correct 
notion, the tiny figures are unable to support their own 
limbs and heads, so they may flop around a bit if not held 
right.
Why would someone want to start such a business? The 
artist is very determined and clear about her reasons, however 
ill-founded they may be.
“The mission is to show the heauty of preterm babies to the 
world so that the real babies that these dolls represent will be 
loved and respected,” the Web site reads.
(3ome on! Pictures and memories do the exact same thing, 
only in a healthy way -  they’re timeless and don’t come from 
a mold.
If the artist wants to create a baby for herself -  fine. If she 
wants to sculpt a few for grieving friends -  fine. But marketing 
these “px>rtraits” as prexJucts on the Internet is overstepping far 
too many bounds of humanity.
Caiiy Haselhuhn is a journalism junior and Mustang Daily 
staff writer.
Letters to the editor
NASA officials owe explanation for 
Columbia tragedy
Editor,
There is one aspect of the Columbia disaster that, to 
my knowledge, has not yet been touched upon in the 
media. In the M arch 1981 issue of N ational Geographic 
is an article entitled, “W hen the Space Shuttle Finally 
Flies.” There is a sub-chapter entitled “Those incredible 
troublesome tiles.” In this sub-chapter on page 236, 
there is a picture o f astronaut Richard H. Truly practic­
ing, under water in a simulated space walk, filling a void 
left by a lost tile, with a glue gun containing an ablative 
substance that would serve as a substitute shield for the 
orbiter upon reentry. T h e  caption o f this picture 
explains, as things turned out prophetically, that 
“Danger: In space the loss of tiles shielding critical 
areas, such as hydraulic lines, could threaten the orbiter 
itse lf.” T h e  specific orbiter being referred to is 
Columbia.
Shortly following the breakup of Colum bia, N A SA  
officials explained that the astronauts aboard Columbia 
had no capability o f exam ining the underside o f the ship 
and, even if they could, had no capability of repairing 
damaged tiles. In light of the 1981 N ational Geographic 
article, I believe it is incum bent upon N A SA  officials to
explain why this was the case.
Al Adaschik is a w rite r fo r The C onstitu tion  Forum.
Diversity means all points of view  
Editor,
I agree that the attack on the G LBU  was insensitive 
and narrow-minded. It was most likely committed by 
childish students who need some growing up. 1 also 
think that Cal Poly should be diverse, with people from 
different walks of life free of harassment.
However, 1 find it disturbing that C al Poly’s adminis­
tration is selective on who they deem appropriate to 
express their views on campus. Take the case of Steve 
Hinkle of the Cal Poly College Republicans and the fly­
ers that he distributed. He is now facing the prospect of 
being kicked out o f school, all because he simply put 
another man’s words on a flyer that “weren’t clear 
enough.” This, to me, is a preposterous reason to kick 
someone out of school. To me it seems fo be a form of 
institutional harassment of a conservative organization 
by a liberal school administration.
If C al Poly is to really be “diverse,” it needs all points 
of view. Tolerance goes both ways.
'  r
Dave Van Zanen is a civ il eng ineering  senior.Mustang
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More letters to the editor
'Conservative revolution' hurts America 
Editor,
Jason Starkey cites the trashy reality T V  shows we have been 
inundated with as of late as the “Liberals dragging us down” (Jan. 
24). Let’s start with wht) exactly is responsible for this type of tele­
vised programming and maybe we can paint a clearer picture of who 
might be to blame for this current state of affairs. 1 refer yt)u to the 
name John Ellis.
Ring a bell? Probably not. He is I^ibya’s first cousin. Know where 
he works? He is a major executive at the Fox netwtjrk (the primary 
purveyor of the smut you claim will ruin us all). He is most famous 
for ordering the reporters on Fox’s news team to declare his cousin 
had won the Rorida elections while ever>' single expert and field 
reporter at the scene still prtxrlaimed it tœ  close to call.
1 support your quest to preserv'e this nation’s great values and prin­
ciples. 1 will begin with the values of free speech and demix:racy by 
speaking out against the “conservative revolution” that is leading us 
unnecessarily to the brink of war. If you are genuine aKiut your inter­
est in making a positive contribution to the state of affairs in this 
country, 1 encourage you to educate yourself more on the nature of 
pxiwer structures within the media and politics (Michael Moore may 
be a gtxxl place to start). As for your Continental Army ... you can 
march alone. I’m going to keep growing hair, keep living green and 
continue the quest for truth.
Ben Ritchie is a city and regional planning graduate student a vet­
eran o f the United States Army and an anti-war liberal struggling to 
continue loving his country.
Christians have a right to speak out 
Editor,
This is in response to Justin Fraga’s lettet, “Christian groups need 
to stop schiK)! preaching” (Feb. 24). His basic ptiint: Christi;ms 
believe what they are told; they do not “find their own path,” and so 
who are they to tell us what to think? Unfortunately, Mr. Fraga’s let­
ter was based st:>lely on rhetoric, and not at all on real evidence. 
Examples: “Hordes of cliquey church kids informing you that you’re 
‘dtK)med’ unless you join their lemming line,” “(Christians) who 
have been relieved of thinking for (themselves) about life’s issues.”
Everything in this letter is rhetoric; no logical suppctrt is to be 
found. 1 am not even going to argue your claim that Christians do 
not think for themselves; you have given me no evidence to argue 
against. But I will say this, and 1 will keep it brief. Christians may be 
right, or they may be wrong. If they are right (1 am currently making 
no such claim), then the wotst thing they could do is keep their faith 
to themselves. Surely if you had a cure for AIDS, you would tell as 
many people as you could. And if a cure for the soul does exist, it is 
certainly even more impxjrtant than one for the Kxly.
Dan Koch is a philosophy sophomore.
Editor,
To either be Christian or hate Christians is fast becoming the sta­
tus qui today. As I read the letters in the Mustang Daily, I keep see­
ing hate-fille»l resjxinses to Christian beliefs. My point here is not to 
convince you who is right or wrong, but just to give you something 
to think aKiut.
If .someone of Islamic faith wrote in to share why they pray to 
Allah, would you cut them down? Would you show contempt for 
their beliefs and ridicule the Koran, like Justin Fraga in his letter 
(“Christian groups need to stop school preaching,” Feb. 24)? No, 
because then you would immediately be accused of being prejudiced 
and hateful. You would also probably be ridiculed for criticizing a 
religion you do not understand the beliefs of, yet I see in these letters 
that this is exactly the case with Christianity.
In the Bible (that Kxik Christians base their religion on), it 
explicitly says that if you are not Christian, you do not go to heav­
en. I’m not saying this is right or wrong, simply that it’s what we 
Klieve. Rebeka Levin (“Religious scare tactics don’t go far,” Feb. 24) 
attacks this K lief without even understanding where it comes from 
or the reasoning Khind it. E)efore you try to slander the Christian 
faith, please try to understand it. This is the same treatment that all 
other K4ief systems rcxquest. I also understand that some Christians 
are hypocritical, but so are memKrs of all other religions. Do not 
judge us by them, just as you would not judge all American citizeas 
by their lowest elements (criminals).
Erik Kitson is a computer engineering freshman.
Letter m isrepresented Christians, 
groups
Editor,
This letter is in resptiase to Justin Fraga’s rash and malicious let­
ter, “Christian groups need to stop scKxil preaching” (Feb. 24). 1 
have a dilemma here, Mr. Fraga. I actually kind of agree with you. 
Your motive for writing, that is. There have been less th;m tactful let- 
teis flowing freely in the Mustang Daily aKiut “hellfire” and “doom­
ing.” Adding to the barrage of bullets with even harsher words does­
n’t accomplish anything.
Your response is less-than-educated to a rather serious topic and 
more like an outpouring of your anger.
1 fail to see how Campus Crusade got into this whole mess. You 
are responding to a letter written by Jonathan Dow (“Christians act 
out of love to teach others,” Feb. 13), who never mentioned Campus
Crusade in his letter.
Even though I may disagree with Dow’s method of sharing 
Biblical truth, it was rather immature to call him a “cultLst” in a 
“lemming line.” D i you know wliat a cult is? A cult is a “usually 
small group of people characterized by their unorthodox and spuri­
ous rituals and Kliefs.” Christians are NOT cultists.
Mr. Fraga, it’s a bummer that you are Kithered by “incessant 
preaching” and “suspicious .sennons,” but please don’t categorize all 
Christians into this “horde of cliquey church kids,” as you so deli­
cately put it. D in ’t make me bust out the old Hasty Generalization 
Fallacy on you.
Perhaps we all need to work on more grace than truth when dis­
cussing spiritual matters. Tliere is really is NO other way to present 
Christianity, other than through love, tact and respect.
Andre Niesing is an architecture super-senior and a Mustang Daily 
photographer.
An open letter to President Baker 
Editor,
W ith all due respect, I must question your motive in sending 
out the campus-wide e-mail with your remarks from the 2(X)2 
Convocation. If they show anything at all, it is how far the uni­
versity still has to go in addressing the long-standing and ongoing 
issue of acts of hate against the gay, lesbian and bisexual commu­
nity at Cal Poly. The sole reference you made to this community 
was with the GLBU acronym. This does not show solidarity with 
the aims of tolerance and diversity, but rather a willingness to 
keep the issue at a distance from any concrete attempt at educa­
tion.
Furthermore, quoting yourself to encourage pieople to “respect 
individual differences and try hard ...” reduces acts such ;is the one 
committed on the GLBU Kxith to childish pranks, rather than 
the act of hatred that it was. Trying hard went out with the 1950s. 
It is apparent to this student that only organized pirotests such as 
the campxiut on the steps of the administration building will let 
gay, lesbian and bisexual voices K  heard.
I call on you. President Baker, to pursue more than mere pxin- 
tification to increase education of diversity issues on campus, for 
all minority communities. It is only with a sustained effort from 
your office that acts of “incivility,” as you so lightly put it, will 
come under tougher scrutiny and be dealt with swiftly. Like the 
big bad wolf that tried to blow the house in, you show by your 
efforts that all you have to offer right now is a lot of hot air. Please 
consider the students who have to live and learn in a continuing 
atmosphere of intolerance and hubris when you next decide to 
address the campus community on this very impxirtant issue.
Kendall Eyster is a history senior.
Unnecessary war really about oil 
Editor,
1 am writing in response to Justin D. Kaechele’s letter 
(“Liberals wrong about foreign pxilicy,” Feb. 24.) 1 am a liberal 
who is very against this unnecessary war, and I do agree that no 
person should live under tyranny. However, when the solution 
to end this tyranny involves killing thousands of innocent peo­
ple, one can wonder how this is the right thing to do. Over 
100,000 Iraqi civilians were killed during the G ulf War.
1 guess one way to end tyranny is to kill all the civilians. 
W hat many anti-war protesters are rallying for is a pieaceful 
solution. It is possible and it can be done when our govern­
ment wants to. But we know it is not about the citizens living 
under horrible situations, nor the nuclear weapxins that still 
cannot be found. If these were the true concerns, our govern­
ment should be a lot more worried aKiut North Korea, who 
ptoses a much larger and more detrimental threat. It is aKiut oil 
and greed.
Caralee Peck is an animal science senior.
War serves to protect American lives 
Editor,
1 am writing this letter in respxmse to Daniel Nutting’s letter 
titled “Bush pxilicies anything but patriotic” (Feb. 20). Although 
I disagreed with almost everything he wrote, there was one thing 
he .said in particular that Kithered me. It was when he stated that 
“(Bu.sh) is using a phony war on terrorism as the pretext.”
Phony War? Hmm. I don’t know where ytiu were Sept. 11, but 
1 was in New York City, aKiut five miles from the World Trade 
Center. I will never forget what I expierienced that day. Let me 
just say it was anything but phony to me.
Maybe because you saw it all unfold on T V  you didn’t realize 
the magnitude of the attack, although 1 think most pieople were 
bright enough to know that these attacks meant the United 
States was at war. Sti 1 guess my question is what’s sti phony aKnit 
this war? Is it not true that the Taliban is out of pxiwer in 
Afghanistan? How aKiut the eight men linked to the Palestinian 
Islamic Jihad terrorist group that were recently rounded up in 
Rorida? Or the countless other terrorists in U.S. custexly?
I’m sure none of them had intentions of harming Americans. 
It’s all phony conservative propaganda. All 1 have to say is thank 
God the Bush administration was able to trade their every step 
and stop them from carrying out another attack. But then again, 
mayK that’s what you and all the other liKrals need, to be con­
vinced that this war isn’t so phony.
Casey Comstock is a social science sophomore who's sick of liber­
als.
Editor,
1 think it’s very ironic that anti-war advocates at Poly have cho­
sen to draw chalk outlines of KxJies all over campus. They are trying 
to make the pxiint that a war will cau.se the loss of inmxent life in 
Iraq. 1 see the chalk outlines differently; they coukl one day represent 
the innocent Poly students that have died on campus due to terror­
ist attacks.
Iraq is led by an evil leader who suppxirts terror groups. Saddam is 
aiding terror and rerror’s target is the United States. Right now, U.S. 
citizens are at risk Kcause Saddam is in pxiwer. War is an unfortunate 
thing; it will lead to the death of inn(x:ent Iraqi citizens. However, 
more than 3,(X)0 American innexent citizens have already died 
Kcause of terror. 1 suppxirt our president in his quest to protect 
American life. 1 wish war could K  avoided, but suppxirt it as a means 
to protect American lives.
I urge you anti-war advtxates to take a second kxik at the chalk 
outlines. If it angers you to imagine an Iraqi citizen in Iraq lying dead, 
try imagining your K st friend lying dead across the steps outside the 
faculty building.
Paul Mason is an electrical engineering freshman who suppxjrts 
the president in his quest to protect America.
Students should speak out, demonstrate 
Editor,
1 am very proud of the Progressive Student Alliance memKrs and 
others who demonstrated for pxace. 1 have K en very concerned that 
while the president has put us into a mad and tragic race toward a 
preemptive strike, a bloody war and a staggering financial deficit, the 
very generation of pxxiple most directly affected -  you -  have 
Khaved until now as though they weren’t aware of what’s happen­
ing. Thank you for speaking out.
Jim Franklin is a Cal Poly lecturer.
Protesting the disrespectful protest 
Editor,
This is in re.spxin.se to the campxiut that was organized to promote 
“sieial change.” 1 agree that hare crimes are childish and immoral, 
and discrimination should never K  tolerated. However, I am also of 
the opinion that camp-outs arc meant for the deep wcxxls, not my 
front yard. As a resilient .of a dorm hall directly across the street from 
where the camp-out tixik place, 1 am not the only one who feels that 
the protest was loud and disrespectful to those trying to study, sleep 
or enjoy a tasty serving of “Friends.”
Mel Gimmuso, president of GLBU, .sitid, “We’re not trying to get 
any special attention.” By holding a garg-antuan sign that r«id, 
“HONK -4- Sixial CHANGE,” they expresstxl to me that they are 
striving for attention. Cars repeatedly Keped or laid on their horns 
while the memKrs of the protest cheered and hollered well into the 
night and early morning. Finally, the sign was taken down for a short 
period, K t  the honking continued, as well as the praise from the 
tents. If chanting and car horns aren’t enough to keep you disturbed 
and lying awake at night, perhap« loud conversations and laughter 
will do the trick. It worked for me!
So the next time I am harassed by a resident adviser for having my 
door open and my TV  too loud after 10 p.m., I will simply explain 
that it’s a protest for sixial change and I should get off Scott-free.
Garrett Kautz is an agribusiness freshman.
Letter policy
Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, 
profanity and length. Letters do not represent the views of 
Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 250 words. Letters should 
include the writer's full name, phone number, major and class 
standing.
By mail:
. Letters to the Editor 
Building 26, Room 226 
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo 
CA 93407 
By fax:
(805) 756^784
By e^nail: mysyDflda.i[y@hQtir aikQiD
Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-mail account. Do not
send letters as an attachment. Please send the text in the body of 
the e-mail.
Attention:
Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the cor­
rect format.
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Multicultural Greek Council and 
member of Nu Alpha Kappa. “It’s ttx) 
hot of an item; nobody wants to touch 
it.”
After the loss of A Sl insurance, 
multicultural Greeks have been 
searching for a solution to their prob­
lem. With the help of Risser, the mul­
ticultural Greek council found Kirklin 
&  Gsmpany, a Midwest-based insur­
ance company specializing in risk man­
ft4 f/ti ^
G o u rtópoTPieg
agement for the Greek organizations.
Kirklin &  Co. insures more than 46 
members of the North American 
Interfratemity Conference, designing 
general liability insurance programs for 
various chapters.
Gomez and the multicultural Greek 
council received a $5,000 cosr estimate 
from Kirklin &. Q ). This has been the 
group’s best prospect but is still more 
expiensive than its members can afford, 
Gomez said.
The multicultural Greek council is 
now asking ASI, Student Life and
Leadership and community sponsors 
for financial supp<.irt to help pay for the 
$5,000 policy.
Risser said the multicultural Greeks 
have two options. TTie first is for each 
fraternity and sorority to insure them­
selves individually, which would mean 
they each have to pay for an individual 
policy. The second option is to insure 
the governing multicultural Greek 
council as a whole with one policy. 
That policy would cover each fraterni­
ty and sorority within the council.
Risser said both options have pros
and cons. W hile insuring each individ­
ual chapter would he more expensive, 
insuring the council as a collective unit 
would also mean sharing liability. That 
means that if one fraternity’s event had 
a problem, all of the multicultural fra­
ternities and sororities would be held 
responsible.
“It’s a tough decision of high cost or 
high risk,” Risser said.
Gomez said he is impressed by the 
initiative Cal Poly is taking on the 
issue.
see GREEKS 1, page 10
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is going to kill you. Wow, that’s 
It’s sec if you still like it when you 
saggy.
I. A painful process often critiqued 
people who see it than by the per- 
has it. If tattoos are art, then people 
n^ecome mobile galleries, finding an 
herever they go.
ic design junior Sarah Bryson said art 
is a profound vehicle for self-eflcpression, and 
tattoos fit in this category.
“(Art’s) aesthetic and expressive qualities 
enable us to experience the rime intensity of 
lifli,’’ Brys<in said. ‘Tattoos are just another 
mode of self-expression with aesthetic value, so 
course a tattoo is a work of art.”
Although she respects those who choose to 
have tattoos, she said she wixild never get one. 
Bryson added that her likes and dislikes contin­
ually change, and it wouldn’t be long before she 
stopped liking a tattoo.
Was the human txxiy always a canvas? 
According to tatt2s.tripod.a)m, it is estimated 
that tattcxTS have been around since 12,000 
B.C., existing in religious rituals and tradition. 
The earliest tattoos in recc>rded history can be 
found in Egypt duritrg the construction of the 
great pyramids. When the empire expanded, 
the art of tattwing did tm .
In the West, the British used tatttxis in cere-
787 A.D.
C ousins the tattoo u>os
fotmed until the Norman like a right o f passage. 
InvasiOT m 1066, and J e n  qÎ  older friends
Western culture from the oia Something w hen they
12 J  to I6rh cenfuty. aW O y tO C o lk g t^ ^ O
Tattooing made a axne- ^
back in London during the >->01(51715 d eC ld éç^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  fcl
late 1700s. Captain Cook d eC O r a tiv e  SUTl ôH  j f ^  S m o ll  
brought back a heavily tat- r t L I  
tooed Polynesian named uOCK.
Omai from one of his voy­
ages, inspiring the upper class. They responded 
by starting to get small tattoos in discrete places.
The tattoos were all hand-punctured, then ink 
was applied. In 1891, Samuel O ’Rtiely patented 
the first electric tattoo machine, allowing the 
average person to get a tattoo. Since tattoos 
were more reatlily available, they lost their pres­
tige and the upper class stopped getting them.
By the turn of the century, tattixiists were 
working in the sleaiier section of town anil 
heavily tattooed people traveled with circuses, 
causing body art to lose credibility.
The birthplace of the American-style rattix) 
was Chatham Square in New York City. LXuring 
this time, it was a seaport and entertainment 
center tltat attracted working<lass people with 
money.
When the 1920s brought prohibition and 
the depression to the United States, Chatham
the country, 
opened shops.
Square lost its appeal. The 
center of rattoo art moved 
Coney Island. Across 
tattooists 
mainly in 
cities with military bases 
close by.
After World War II, tat­
toos lost even more cred­
itability because their 
asstxiation with Marlon 
Brando-type bikers and 
juvenile delinquents. The 
tattoo’s reputation .suffered 
finther damage when newspapers wrote stories 
about bkxxJ poisoning and hepatiris contracted 
fnxn unsterilized needles.
The public’s attitude toward tattooing 
changed in the late 1960s, mainly because of 
Lyle Tuttle. He tartotxxl celebrities, getting the 
media interested in body art for positive rea­
sons.
Today, tattoos are gaining piipularity, placing 
tattooists in the category of “fine artist."
The body art-bearing crowd has gradually 
become more diverse. Beau Price, tattoi^ artist 
at Mother Ship Tattoos in Pismo Beach, said 
the tattcx> crowd has grown amsiderably over 
the past few years. He said his clients range from 
18 to 65 years old and include everyone frtxn 
attorneys to X-ray technicians.
‘Tattixis are slowly losing the stigma they 
have had for so long,” Price said.
It was Price’s love for drawing —  along wi 
receiving his first tattoo —  that got him 
the body art business. Six years ago, he 
year and a half informal apprenticeship 
venturing out on his own. Price said he i 
Jeaming new techniques along the 
.up with changing styles
By using his spare time to draw and paint, h # ^  
immerses himself in diffierent types of an. M o jf f e  
o f his non-tattoo work is done with airbrurfi'-i^ 
and paints. Although drawing on the .skin is ' 
tompletely different than drawing on paper, he 
said that it’s an easier transition if one knows 
how to airbrush.
ble .said he enjoys it when he sees tattoos 
done in tht' beginning of his career, he can 
compare how his techmque has changed. He 
added that some of his favorite types of tattoos 
to do are traditional tattoos, such as stars and 
daggers.
Althixigh they are common, run all star and 
dagger tattoos are just for decoration.
Animal science sophomore Erin 
McGranahan got her tattoo a year and a half 
ago. It consists of red and blue stars on her lower 
back. Having been bom on the Fourth of July, 
the tattoo is symbolic, she said. She originally 
thought of the image in hi|^ schixil but made 
herself wait a year befiire she g^ it it.
“I liked rattix*», and it adds -.otne character to 
my bixly," McGranahan said.
see TATTOO ART, page 8
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY 
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continued from page 7
She likes this tattcxi, hut said she 
wouldn’t get another one because she 
couldn’t think of anything else she 
wants had enough to jx?mianently put 
on her Ixxly.
While tatttxis can he considered 
symK)lic, they don’t always start out 
that way. Some chcxise the design sim­
ply because they like it.
Julianna Cousins, speech communi­
cations junior, got her tatuxi in March 
2001. For her, the tatux) was almost 
like a right ot passage, she said. Many ot 
her older friends did something when 
they went away to college, .so Gmsins 
said she decided to get a decorative sun 
on the small of her hack. She got it 
because she was of an age where she 
could start making her own decisioas, 
leaving the hou.se and venturing into 
adulthtxxl.
“1 think that it is more than a guy’s 
artwork on my hack,” she said. “It is a 
visual way ot expressing myselt.”
She said she likes her tattixi and is 
considering getting another one. The 
tattrxi has become a part of her, she 
said.
“Unlike jewelry, it is something that 
can never he taken away from me,” 
Cousins said.
Keith Duggan, a tattcx) artist at Tiger 
Rixse in Pismo Beach, has been doing 
tattoos for the last five years. As a self- 
taught tattoo artist, he first learned 
techniques by practicing on his own 
skin. After that, he said he used his 
friends as guinea pigs before working 
professionally.
“Everyday you are learning some­
thing new frcim other (tattcxi artists) 
and through different skin types,”
LXiggan said.
If you are a>nsidering getting a tat- 
tix), they do not come cheap. Duggan 
said that some shops charge hourly fees 
with rates around $100 to $150, while 
others cjuote a set price for the entire 
tamxi. I'Higgan said certain parts of the 
bcxJy ctHild piissibly increase tees.
Although the shop brings in a con­
stant flow ot customers, LXiggan said 
summer is busiest because of tourists. 
Some of the most popular tattoo 
requests include stars, tribal and 
Chinese characters, he said.
Many customers come in not know­
ing what they want. LXiggan helps 
them decide by showing designs in 
Kx)ks called “flash.”
City and regional planning senior 
Jake Smith was someone who didn’t 
know what kind of tattex) he wanted. 
All he knew was that he wanted one on 
his arm. It wasn’t until a couple of years 
later, after he joined a fraternity, that Vie 
became inspired. His tattoo is a series of 
six stars ninning lengthwise down the 
back of his right ann. Tlie stars symbol­
ize the six founding fathers of the fra­
ternity, Smith said.
“I love it,” he said. “They’re addict­
ing. 1 often think about getting another 
one.”
He said what he likes best is the orig­
inality of the tattixi, that it isn’t the 
standard tribal band.
Unlike a math equation, art has no 
set definition. It can be found in the 
most predictable places, such as The 
Louvre and an artist’s canvas, to the 
more obscure, like in a preschixiler’s 
scribbles and on your grandfather’s arm. 
Art is continually evolving. A particu­
lar tattoo design can go from unique to 
cliché in just a few years.
Unlike a dated painting, bcxJy art 
cannot be put in the attic. Instead, they 
face the test of time.
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CALENDARo/EVENTS
ThuruLty — Saturday, February 27, 28 & March J, 8pm Thursday, March 6, 8pmThursday -  Saturday, March 6 , 7  & 8, 8pm EUGENEFODOR
GUYS AND DOLLS Presented by Community ConcertsPresented by Cal Poly Theatre and Dance Dept. 
j C a l Poly Theatre
Cohan Center
i , 8  . Saturday, March 8, 8pmSaturday, March 1, 8pm SAN LUIS OBISPO SYMPHONY
“BROADWAY TO CARNEGIE” Presented by San Luis Obispo SymphonyPresented by Cal Poly Music Dept 
Cohan Center
Cohan Center
. . .  ^ Sunday, March 9, 3pm „Sunday, March 2, 7pm SUNDAYS AT THE CENTER " ^  ^ -
GALLAGHER THREE SHEETS TO THE WINDPresented by Fun Fun Fun Inc. Presented by the Canters Outreach Services
Cohan C enter Cohan C enter -P av ilio n
Tuesday, March 4, 8pm Monday, March 10, 8pm
LiZT ALFONSO, DANCE CUBA MUMMENSCHANZPresented by Cal Poly Arts Presented by Cal Poly Arts
Cohan Center Cohan Center
SU t WBSättBL
rs u ri-i»
II Ticket in/omuttion: SLO-ARTS (756-2787) C all 756-7222 for transportation d eta ils  • www.pacslo.org |
F.l
T - i v e r  W a - y  |  
y r  C a - m p  1  Experienced life in the
■ middle east?Exciting Sum m er Jobs! 
Co-ed resident summer camp seeks 
college students to fill numerous 
teaching and counseling positions:
Watertkiing 
i ifcfaanl« 
SSatvniaaen 
ranikrt
Martial Aiit 
Tlieaier .\rta 
Swim inslmcUtr« 
CaiMM CowaMrIor» 
Miar-bikn A 0 »-Kam  
Digital Graphic« laslrarlar 
(  kricai A Office AMMtaaO 
(  aR Roliert llatlMa <559) 7R7-255I exL 164 
K-aiail: narramp AaoLcom
A g f h r e t i w n  a v a i la M r  <n i  H e r :
w ww.ris erw ay ranchcam p.r om44md W c a a a w 'r r
I n so h m a tio n  s k s s io v s : 
C'sarra C rsm  aooM 224 
I t E., J as 28 ano Wki>., J as 29 
AT I0 :(N), 11:00 and 12:00 both days
Summer in Mexico
Spani.sli I^inguage Immersion ProgramGeneral Information Meetings
Wednesday, Febuary 26, 7pm
Buisness Administration and Education Bldg. (02), Rm. 113
Thursday, F’ebuary 27,11 am
Erhalt i\griciilture Bldg. (10), Rm. 221
Summer 2003 - Cuernavaca
C l ! ' '“ ***»■* ■
for lunher intiirmation. coniavi’.
Or. Keiin I'agau, 7.S<>-27.50, 
kfaganiii'ciilpoly.etili
Dr. William Manincr/.. 7.50-2880, 
email vvmartino(li cal)>oly.«dii
“ i t * , .
. J
O uau ftn ^h i^  butituto of Language and ^
Counivii offvrrd Ihix mimmcr; Spmn lo i, Hpttn in a . S|wn iix i, .S|>«n u i.
Spun na. Hptm ii;). Span lai. .*ip«n laa, Span ia4, Hum ;ik>, Pol* 'Cp), Kiigl 350
Omtimiing Kducation at 7.56-20.5;),
e-mail t'onlinuing-«l(»i‘alpoly,fdu
http://www.continiilng-ed.oalpoly.e<lu/tnm?l jnex.html
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with ASI 
Student 
Government.
[ f l S I ELECTIONPACKETS
For President Executiwe Vice President & Board of D irectors
Get one in the Student Life & 
Leadership office in UU-217
Filing Deadline: March 7, 2003 at 5 p.m. 
Election Information: 756-2476
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Actors give heart, sweat and their free time to musical
► 'Guys and Dolls' is one 
of the biggest Cal Poly 
theater productions in 
recent years
By Carly Haselhuhn
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Eighty-six auditioned. Twenty-five 
proved they were a “triple threat” —  
that is, they showed equal talent for 
singing, dancing and acting ... the 
works. Twelve hours of auditions. 
Decisions. Twenty-four hours of 
rehearsal a week. No pay —  well not 
monetary anyway.
This is no ramshackle community 
theatre production; it’s life for the 
cast and crew of “Guys and Dolls.”
Cal Poly’s latest mainstage pro­
duction is the first musical since 
“Into the Woods” 
in 1997, though 
the goal was to
th eSee
show , 8 p.m .,
Feb. 27 th ro u g h  
M arch 8 in th e
Cal Poly Theatre . Students who 
T ickets fo r  ge n - multi-talent- 
era l a d m is s io n  
are $12 and $10 
fo r  s tuden ts .
e d u c a t i o n a l  
experience and all of the pieces were 
able to come together this year, 
director and theater professor Pam 
Malkin said.
This production marks the fusion 
of students, professors and guest 
artists, including a choreographer 
and light technician from outside the 
Central Coast.
“It’s a great learning experience for 
students to work with other profes­
sionals,” Malkin said. “Guest artists
O f the 25-member cast, more 
then half came from the widest 
variety of majors Malkin has seen 
for any production, not just the 
theatre, music and dance depart­
ments.
“Talent resides everywhere,” she 
said.
And talented 
they must be, ▼
Malkin admits, “Even though you lose 
to  balance the ygur SOCid life, yOU g a
week, four hours t07l of TieW fnenOS. 
a day schedule 
she sets up for 
rehearsals. ActOr
“It’s a huge
time commitment, but all have 
risen to the task,” she said.
having to give up part of their winter 
break for practice.
“Musicals bring additional com­
plexities,” Malkin said. “It reaffirms 
how complex and challenging they 
are to direct,” commenting on her 
admiration for those directing 
Broadway shows.
Jam ie M arx
C h a l l e n g e s  
arise from the 
long length of the 
productions and 
the collaboration 
th at’s necessary 
from everyone 
involved.
“T h ere’s no 
such thing as a 
simple musical,” costume designer 
Kathy Dugan said. “You have to
Some actors welcomed the prac- choreograph things (for quick cos-
MAH WECHTER/MUSTANG DAILY
Eric Johnson, left, as Benny and Ryan Ernst, as Nicely Nicely, made the 
cut to become cast members in 'Guys and Dolls.'
come in with a great deal of skill.” 
All students were required to audi­
tion with a song and were tested on 
rhythm skills and then given a chore­
ographed dance routine to memorize 
and perform.
Malkin explained that the casting 
was difficult because of the sheer
number of students, 86 to be exact, 
and the unbelievable number of 
“triple threats.”
“It was hard because there was so 
much talent,” she said, as compared 
to the lack of talent that often 
plagues directors.
tice schedule, while others weren’t 
prepared for the lack of study time.
“It takes over your life,” said the­
atre arts senior Sarah Buskirk, who 
plays Sarah Brown. “(But) I actual­
ly do the best academically and in 
shows when I’m ridiculously busy.” 
Jamie Marx, a music senior play­
ing Nathan Detroit, found himself 
dropping every class but one to 
work around his intense practice 
routine.
“It’s been tough,” he said. “But 
even though you lose your social 
life, you gain a ton of new friends.” 
Malkin started working on the 
play in July, analyzing the text and 
coordinating with scenic designer 
Tim Dugan and choreographer 
Kathryn Stephens, deciding how the 
production should be staged and 
condensed.
November marked the start of 
casting and rehearsal, with students
tume changes); it’s just like a dance.” 
Since the production is set in the 
late 1940s, she researched the 
stylings of characters such as show­
girls and gangsters, sewed new cos­
tumes and recycled old ones. 
Students from the theatre depart­
m ent’s costume construction class 
will help change actors’ multiple out­
fits backstage.
This helps keep up the fantasy ele­
ment of the show, something Marx 
calls a “Disneyland-like quality.” 
“Even really intense musicals are 
far enough away from reality that 
they’re just fun,” he said. “Musicals 
are really good escapism.”
Production dates are Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday evenings at 8 
p.m., Feb. 27 through March 8 in the 
Cal Poly Theatre. Tickets for general 
admission are $12 and $10 for stu­
dents.
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Fremont Theatre 541-2141
IN TH E BIG  FREM ONT  
CHICAGO (PO-13)
Thur 4;00 6;45 9:30
L o n d o n ........... $319
and NOT P a r is .................$359
A m ste rd am ...$376JUSC online  „ „
Sydeny........... $1079
Th«M »ampia tara» ara roundtrip from Lot Angale». Subiact to change and 
availability. Tax not included. Rastrictiona and blacicoutt apply.
(ÔOO) 297.6159
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‘OLD SCHOOL (R)
Thor 2 45 5 « )  7:15 9:45
DARK BLUE (F>G-13) 
Thur 2:30 5:15 7:45 10:15
THE RECRUIT (PG-13)
Thur 2:40 5:10 7:40 10:10 
EN D S TODAY!!
I  Downtown Centre Cinema 
'  546-8600
com
Cal Poly's Fraa SSudani-Studant Book Exchango
www.ScrewTheB.com
Jeffrey D. Stulberg I
Attorney at Law
•  Aggressive
•  Effective
•  Affordable
544-7693
w w w .stu lberg .com i
If you áre a student...
ANYTHING you say to the 
Campus or SLO police 
CAN and W ILL be used 
against you m court.t
Don’t talk to them 
until you talk to me.
Initial Consultation Always FREE!
‘DAREDEVIL (PQ-13) 
On Two Screens
Thur 2:15 3:15 4:30 
5:45 7 0 0  8:15 9:30
THE UFE OF DAVID GALE (R)
Thur 3:00 6:00 9:00
‘GODS AND GENERALS (PQ-13) 
Thur 4 0 0  8:30
JUNGLE BOOK 2 (Q)
Thur 3:45 6:15 8:30
SHANGHAI KNIGHTS (PG-13) 
Thur 2:30 5:15 8 0 0  10:30
HOWTO LOSE A GUY IN 10 DAYS
(PQ-13)
Thur 2:15 5:00 7:45 10:15
' NO QATS A C C EP T ED
Times Valid Today Only!!
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BUDGET
continued from page 1
schools and Lopez Continuation High School are 
part of Lucia Mar Unified Schtxil District, a non- 
hasic aid area. Lucia Mar faces a possible $ 1.5 million 
to $2 million cut to its $70 million budget, much less
drastic compared to the possible cut for San Luls 
Qiastal .schtKils, said district deputy superintendent 
Mike Sears.
Sears spx.*culates that 15 employees will he let go 
and class sizes will increase by one student per class.
“We’re certainly going to be able to cope with 
(the cuts), but they hurt,” he said. “There’s no doubt 
about that.”
GREEKS 2
continued from page 1
• “Both Joseph Risser and (D irector of 
Student Life) Ken Barclay are really
T he future of the Cal Poly Multicultural 
G reek System is still unclear.
Som e say they are confident a solution 
will be reached.
“T his issue is a high priority to us,” 
Barclay said. “1 don’t see the multicultural
pulling for us and trying to iron things G reek system coming to an end. We are
out,” Gomez said. going to pursue every avenue po.ssible.”
signe(d je rse y  y o u ’ ll n e ve r e ve r w ash: $  150
john franco poster: $20
2003 game schedule: $0
subscription to “baseball america”: $62
trophies: $0
foam finger: $6
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finding out there’s an internship for people like you: priceless
Apply for a tummor intemihip in th* sports business at mastarcard.com.
You could be sent to Nashville, where you1l spend five weeks learning from industry bigwigs. 
Some students will even go on to work with the S t Louis Cardinals* or the New York Mets.* 
there are some things money can't buy. for everything else there's M asterCard.*
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crowd can do for a team. cially defensively, which helps fuel
“Players feed off it,” said Lowe, a runs. It can he intimidating and dis- 
Mustang assistant for two years. “As a ruptive to visiting teams and get the 
coach, you don’t want to have to kids to play harder. We would love to 
Boh Lowe talked about what a good depend on it hut it does help, espe- see that every game.”
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REDUCTION !!!
leneiaT ow nhouse Apartm ents for Students
W e have D R A S T IC A L L Y
reduced our rents to fill our 
last remaining rooms and 
apartments. Stop by our 
Leasing Office for 
details on our specials! 
Rents starting a s  low as  
$500 per month!
(per room fo r M onth-to-Month 
contracts only, and fo r new applicants 
applying for the current lease term  only, 
not valid fo r Fall 2003 o r fo r current 
lease holders.)
A S K  A B O U T  O U R  O T H E R  
D ISCO U N T S P E C IA L S !
G R EA T A M E N ITIES.
Furnished bedrooms / Living Room
Rec. Center with TV Lounge & Weight Room
Computer Lab with FREE Internet access
Heated Pool and Game Room
Some Newly Remodeled Apartments still available
D R A ST IC »PEC1AL!
500/monthl
V A L C N t
S S S R î  
805.S43-l<
NOT VALID FOff F A U  2 ix n irA S F  TERM Cm»
I'lV lC N T S
^bispo
T he increased enthusiasm may 
help lead Cal Poly athletic teams to 
wins, hut it also should make games 
more fun for students, political sci­
ence senior Shane Andersen said.
“If every game was like Thursday’s 
game, I’d he there all the time run­
ning around with green Volleyballs on 
my head cheering my head off,” he 
said.
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SPECIAL SPRING BREAK PACKAGES
Includes RT air, airtport/resort transfers, 7 nights at resort, schedule of 
parties, activities & side excursions. Prices quoted are quad occupancy. 
Ask about many other options. Hawaii from $586; Aca lpu lco from $629; 
Cancún from $729; M ontego Bay. Jamaica from $809. Also 5 day 
Carnival C ru ise RT from L A . Call or see us for price options.
Book soon as Spring Break specials sell out quickly. Call, e-mail or see us 
today for all student discount travel.
TRAVELTIME
E -m a il: s lo @ tv ltm .co m
Located in SLO a t Broad A M arsh, Free Parking a t th e  door
Seef^ i^alisi
P hone : 7 8 3 -7 0 0 0
Your Mom was
Wrong...
Some things in life really
are free.
This ThurscJay, Feb 27th.
The first 100 customers get a Verizon 
Wireless prepaid phone and airtime for $0.
Only at Phone & Wireless In the Cal Poly U.U. 
Open 10am-4pm. Or call 546-3333.
Classified Advertising
G raph ic A rts  B u ild in g , Room 226  Cal Poly, San Luis O bispo, CA 93407 ( 805)  756-1143
H e l p  W a n t e d
CMRG is actively looking for 
vaginitis research candidates who 
are experiencing Itching, burning, 
or irritation associated with a yeast 
infection and are over 18 years of 
age for an investigational drug 
research study. Call 805-549-7570 
for more information. Travel/time 
compensation paid.
If you have had two or fewer 
episodes of bacterial sinusitis in the 
past 12 months CMRG is actively 
looking for sinusitis research 
candidates, 18 years or older, for 
our clinical research trial. Call 805- 
549-7570 for more information. 
Travel/time compensation paid.
CMRG is looking for research 
candidates, 12 years and older for 
a canker sore clinical trial. Call 
805-549-7570 for more information. 
Compensation for time/travel 
available.
E m p l o y m e n t
Summer jobs in SF East Bay! 
Horseback ride/ Swim/Rockclimb 
Contact us: 
jobs ©roughing it.com 
www.roughingit.com
Resident Summer camp for 
children 7-14
' Now hiring camp counselors. 
Located near Lake Tahoe. Looking 
for responsible, enthusiastic 
individuals who enjoy working 
with children. Competitive salary. 
Great work environment. For more 
information call 530-274-9577
E m p l o y m e n t
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff 
Residing in the San Fernando or 
Conejo Valleys 
$2800 + 
888-784-CAMP 
www.workatcamp.com
SUMMER CAMP JO B S IN 
THE SANTA CRUZ MTNS!
Counselors and Specialists for 
Resident girls camps. Lifeguards, 
food service, and maintenance staff 
needed. June-Aug salary + 
bnfts. (408)287-4170 ext. 220 or 
www.girlscoutsofscc.org/camp 
VISIT US AT THE JO B  
FAIR MARCH 4th!
Summer Internships
Travel, experience, challenge, 
resume, and average pay of $7200. 
Now hiring for 50 positions!!
Southwestern Co.
Jeremy Perkins 801-8370
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS 
NEEDED
No experience necessary!! 
Earn up to $150- $450/day!! 
Call for immediate exposure: 
1-888-820-0164 ext. 950
Summer jobs at the beach!
Cannon Beach Christian 
Conference Center 
www.cbcc.net
To apply call (800)745-1546
E m p l o y m e n t  I A n n o u n c e m e n t s  I A n n o u n c e m e n t s
HORSEBACK RIDING 
INSTRUCTORS!
Camp-Santa Cruz Mtns, seeks 
exp. riders to deliver a 
comprehensive riding program 
for girls. Teach Western or English 
or Vaulting, manage horses and 
facilities. June-Aug., salary + 
Rm/Brd. (408)287-4170 ext. 220 or 
www.girlscoutsofscc.org/camp. 
VISIT US AT THE JOB  
FAIR MARCH4th!
A n n o u n c e m e n t s
Good students and 
teachers
Auto insurance discounts! 
Call Steve Hein at AAA 
805-782-4875
Get Greek Stuff F-A-S-T!
Get group orders get great 
discounts. Lettering, embroidery, 
novelties. Visit online at 
Connectsports.com 
1-800-929-1897 
alantran @ starpower. net
TIBETAN BUDDHIST 
MEDITATION AND DHAR- 
MA TEACHINGS with Lama 
Khedrub. Ongoing on Wednesday 
evenings, 6:30-8:30pm.
See www.bodhipath-west.org for 
details
Lost! Handspring organizer on 
2/25. Reward if returned! 
226-9637
Career Serv ices’ 
SUMMER CAMPS & 
RESO RTS  
JO B FAIR
Camp Counselors 
Sports & Activity Leaders 
Riding Instructors/Wranglers 
Music/Arts&Crafts/Computers 
Summer Resort Staff 
and more
Live and work in Sequoia/Kings 
Canyon, Malibu, the Santa Cruz 
Mountains, Yosemite, etc. Lots of 
jobs with 30+ organizations. 
TUESDAY, March 4, 2003 
10am-1pm, Chumash 
Auditorium
Everyone’s Welcome!!!
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) 
Meeting on campus! Thurs. 
11:00, Rm 153, Health Center bldg. 
27. Open to all!
Psychic Center
Specializing in palm, tarot card, 
and psychic readings. 
Special
Any reading only $10 
Call 545-0808
Skydive Taft 
student discount
Tandem $140.00 
Accelerated free fall $240.00 
Video $70.00 
661-765-JUMP 
www.skydivetaft.com
Still searching for the perfect 
SPRING BREAK?
Check out the HOT SPOTS in 
the UU Plaza 
Wednesday March 5 
Thursday March 6 
10am - 1 pm
Green Party of SLO 
Meets March 2, Sunday, 5 pm, 
SLO www.slo.greens.org 
544-1580
H o m e s  F o r  Sa le
Houses and condos for sale 
For a free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO call Nelson 
Real Estate 546-1990 or email 
Steve @ slohomes.com
R e n t a l  H o u s i n g -
60 Casa St.
Townhouses. Now taking 
applications for Sept. 10. 
Non-smoker, quiet, no pets. 
Call Bea 543-7555
P e r s o n a l s
Hot Indian guy desperately 
searching for an attractive person 
(preferably female) who has a 
passion for Pantera and Slayer 
and who will get off watching me do 
keg stands. The ladies call me 
Mr. Mojo Man 594-1788
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Cal Poly Men's Basketball
From fans to Maniacs
By Sean Martin
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Thousands of green-and-^old clad 
fans pound their feet and clap in uni­
son. Chants of “I^e-Fense” form an 
impenetrahlc wave of noise, vibrating 
the atmosphere of Mott Gym. A 
writhing ocean of foam sticks and 
homemade signs cause the opposing 
team to lose their poise.
There is a movement brewing on 
campus to bring this scenario to more 
and more Cal Poly home games. It is 
called Mott Mania.
“We wanted to kick off an idea for 
a spirit (assiK'iation) where the whole 
student body is encompas.sed,” associ­
ate athletic director of marketing 
Chris Baker said. “Once students step 
on campus they will be a member. It 
gives them a pack mentality (at 
games)."
The athletic department is work­
ing in conjunction with Cal Poly’s 
existing spirit organization, Running 
Thunder, to make Mott Mania a real­
ity.
“Running Thunder has gotten 
stuck with the stigma of being a club 
that you have to be a member and go 
to meetings to participate," Thunder 
president Travis Ervin said. “Our goal 
now is to start an organization for all 
students."
Mott Mania made its debut Feb. 20 
at the men’s basketball contest 
against D C  Santa Barbara. Tlie ath­
letic department unleashed the 
Mania at that game because of the 
combination of television and the 
rivalry against the Gauchos, Baker 
said.
Baker called the game a “success,” 
while Ervin tried to quantify how 
important the crowd was.
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Mott Mania made its debut at the Feb. 20 game against UCSB. A new student cheering section has been 
implemented and T-shirts will be distributed at tonight's game against UC Irvine at 7 p.m. in Mott Gym.
“It was the best thing I’ve ever seen 
at any game at Cal Poly,” Ervin said. 
“The crowd was excited the whole 
time. People estimated the crowd 
made a difference of 12 points for 
(Cal Poly). Everyone in athletics was 
extremely grateful for the difference 
(the crowd) made. It’s what we want 
to see at every game.”
M ott Mania continues with 
tonight’s men’s basketball game 
against U C  Irvine at 7 p.m. Another 
300 T-shirts will be given out to stu­
dents before that contest.
Baker s;ud he hopes the program
will continue to grow and extend to 
every athletic contest held on the 
campus. He said it is not something 
that will happen overnight, but Mott 
Mania will continue to build.
He said shirt giveaways and pep 
rallies for the big games will continue 
to be a part of the ptogram. Baker also 
said a possible points program is in 
the works, which would award repeat 
attendees of Cal Poly games.
Tliere is currently a contest to give 
a name to the new student cheering 
section in Mott Gym, Baker said. The 
section was established at the game
and open to those fans wearing the 
Mott Mania T-shirts given out that 
day. Ervin said he wants the winning 
name to be used to describe any Cal 
Poly student who cheers at any game.
The author of the name that is 
chosen will win a 32-inch television 
from the San Luis Obispo Best Buy, 
Baker said. Students can enter on 
Running Thunder’s Web Site , 
www.calpoly.edu/~rtclub.
M en’s basketball assistant coach
see MOTT MANIA, page 11
Commentary
Blaming the referees isn't always justified
FILE PHOTO/MUSTANG DAILY
Officials have become the target 
of abuse from players, fans and 
coaches nationwide. At Cal 
Poly's recent game against 
UCSB, the refs tossed a fan out.
By Michael Marquez
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Abusing spiirts officials is no 
longer just for l>ennis Rtxlman, John 
McEnnx;, Roberto Alomar, Nick Van 
Exel, Magic Johnson, Jerry Sloan and 
Lou Pinella. Some Cal Poly Mustang 
fans are joining in and, sadly, are tak­
ing It a little tiK) far.
After recently attending the Cal 
Poly men’s basketball game against 
rival U C  Santa Barbara, 1 never 
expected to witness the Mustang 
Militia and Mustang fans verbally 
abusing the referees to such an 
extreme degree.
The typical hostility toward rival 
fans was still present, but 1 also 
watched a Mustang Militia fan hit 
the referee with a foam stick. This 
action crossed the line.
The referee wouldn’t continue the 
progress of the game until the specta­
tor was removed from Mott Gym. 
Obviously this type of behavior was 
out of line and the message is clear 
that this type of behavior will not be 
tolerateil.
But before judging the individual 
for striking the referee, we must 
explore why fans attack referees for 
doing their job —  making calls.
The recent trend of violent out­
bursts agaiast sporting officials by 
fans and profe.ssional athletes has cre­
ated the need to discuss how athletes, 
fans and officials should interact with 
each other in the heat of the game.
Are the fans and players totally at 
fault for their behavior toward the 
refs.^  And are the referees text sensi­
tive about verbal criticism from the 
fans and players?
T he first question is easy to 
answer: Fans or players should never 
make physical contact with officials. 
T he official’s responsibility is to 
okserv'e the game and make judg­
ments based on what he ot she sees in 
accordance with the established rules 
of the sport.
T he second question can be 
answered by .saying officials need to 
lighten up on derogatory remarks 
made about them, their family or 
even their sex life. Títere are times 
when instead of arguing back with a 
player, fan or coach, an official should 
just walk away from an incident.
Violence in athletics stems from 
two factors: The referee’s implemen­
tation of the rules and the tans’ per­
ception of the game. There is lack of 
incentive (money) to foster profes­
sionalism and maintain the integrity
required in officiating. It’s no .secret 
that referees are not highly paid.
As a collegiate athlete and avid 
sports fan, the “blaming the ref for 
everything” mentality is simply a bad 
excuse for attempting to blame the 
outcome of a game on a official.
O f course, there are instances 
where an official affected the out­
come, like the 1996 Major League 
Baseball playoffs, when a fan reached 
over the Yankee stadium right field 
fence to pull over ["ferek Jeter’s deep 
tly ball. The umpire wrongly called 
the play a home run, and it was a 
huge turning point in New Yiirk’s 
series win over Baltimore. But 
instances like this are rare.
The fans and players need to real­
ize that referees are not machines; 
they do make mistakes tKcasionally.
Because human beings make mis­
takes, their decisions are subject to 
disagreement. Fans and players have 
a right to voice their opinions about a 
referee’s performance during the 
game, but under no circumstance 
should physical contact become a fac­
tor.
There’s a fine line between razzing 
an official and cro.ssing the line. We 
should all have an idea of what cross­
ing the line is.
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SCHEDULE '  TRIUA
B A R
S C O R ES
MEN'S LACROSSE 20
UC davis 4
MEN'S VOLL^BALL
santa clara
3
2
SAfüNF. fourth pfæe
north regatta 1
WHEELMEN first pLae
tournament
SAIUNG sixth place
north regatta 2
RUGBY 60
ucsd 3
SC H ED U LE
M. B/^SKEFBALL thurs., feb. 27,7 p m. 
''*UC irv in e  ®calpoly
,V1. basketball. sat., mar. 1, 7 p m. 
''“ long beach st. ©caipoiy
SOFTBALL sat., mar. 1,12 p.m.
''•saint mary's ©caipoiy
SOFTBALi sat., mar. 1,2 p.m.
''•saint mary's ©caipoiy
s o f t b a l l
''• nevada
softball
''•nevada
sun, mar. 2,11 a.m 
¡Seal poly
sun., mar. 2,1 p.m. 
® cal poly
\/^MEN'S LÇCFpsSE fri., feb. 28, 5 p.m.
‘ rhode island @cp sports complex
W. LACROSSE
''•ucia
SVyiMMINGbig west
sat., mar. 1,11.30 a m 
® cp sports complex
thurs -fri., feb. 27-28 
® long beach
STATS
By the numbers
11'4
Big West Conference 
record of UC Irvine, 
the Cal Poly men's 
basketball team's 
’opponent tonight at 7 
p.m. in Mott Gym. 
The Anteaters are tied 
for first place in the 
conference, while the 
Mustangs sit alone 
in fourth place 
vvith an 8-6 
record (12-11 overall).
TRIVIA
W ho does Ricky Vaughn strik^^ 
out at the end of 'M ajor League'?'
Submit answers to: jljackso&calpolY.edu 
w m m 'M ednesday s question
W ho w a s lh e  last NßÄ 
player to score 
70 points in a game?
Davirt ftohmson
Congratulations Frederick K. Ghansah, 
Jeff Shaw, Erik Hansen, Joe Trudel, Dustin 
Russell. “Kipper", Daren Klein, Dan Meade, 
Tim D Connor, Shayan Kamkar, Jason Aranas, 
Justin Rota, Jeff Narduzzi and Adam 
Mayberryll
Sports editor Jacob Jackson can 
be reached at 756-1796 or jljack- 
so@calpoly.edu.
